1040s Establishments In Norway: Oslo

Whats so special about Oslo? In this new,
compelling book from author Karoline
Beck, find out more about Oslo ... Oslo is
the capital of and most populous city in
Norway. Founded around 1048 by King
Harald III, the city was elevated to a
bishopric in 1070 and a capital under
Haakon V around 1300. Personal unions
with Denmark from 1397 to 1523 and
again from 1536 to 1814 and with Sweden
from 1814 to 1905 reduced its influence.
After being destroyed by a fire in 1624, the
city was moved closer to Akershus Castle
during the reign of King Christian IV and
renamed Christiania in his honour. It was
established as a municipality on 1 January
1838. Following a spelling reform, it was
known as Kristiania from 1877 to 1925,
when its original Norwegian name was
restored. Oslo is the cultural, scientific,
economic and governmental centre of
Norway. The city is also a hub of
Norwegian trade, banking, industry and
shipping. It is an important centre for
maritime industries and maritime trade in
Europe. The city is home to many
companies within the maritime sector,
some of which are amongst the worlds
largest shipping companies, shipbrokers
and maritime insurance brokers. Oslo is a
pilot city of the Council of Europe and the
European Commission intercultural cities
programme. Oslo is considered a global
city and ranked Beta World City in studies
performed by the Globalization and World
Cities Study Group and Network in 2008.
It was ranked number one in terms of
quality of life among European large cities
in the European Cities of the Future 2012
report by fDi Magazine. For several years,
Oslo has been listed as one of the most
expensive cities in the world along with
such other global cities, as Zurich, Geneva,
Copenhagen, Paris, and Tokyo. In 2009,
however, Oslo regained its status as the
worlds most expensive city. A survey
conducted by ECA International in 2011
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placed Oslo 2nd after Tokyo. As of 2010
the metropolitan area of Oslo has a
population of 1,442,318, of whom 912,046
live in the contiguous conurbation. The
population currently increases at record
rates, making it the fastest growing city in
Europe. This growth stems for the most
part from immigration and high birth rates
among immigrants, but also from
intra-national migration. The Norwegian
population in the city is not decreasing in
absolute numbers, but in relative terms the
pecentage of native Norwegians of the total
population in the city proper is decreasing
due to a growing immigrant population and
thus a growing total population. The
immigrant share of the population in the
city proper now counts more than 25% of
the citys total. So, what seperates this book
from the rest? A comprehensive narrative
of Oslo, this book gives a full
understanding of the subject. A brief guide
of subject areas covered in 1040s
Establishments In Norway - Oslo include - Oslo - Seal of Oslo - Oslo Graben - Parks
and open spaces in Oslo - Politics and
government of Oslo - Economy of Greater
Oslo Find out more of this subject, its
intricacies and its nuances. Discover more
about its importance. Develop a level of
understanding required to comprehend this
fascinating concept. Author Karoline Beck
has worked hard researching and compiling
this fundamental work, and is proud to
bring you 1040s Establishments In Norway
- Oslo ... Read this book today ...
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